Contesting academic cultures of power abuse

Trigger Warning: This article addresses power abuse in academia and describes some such extreme boundary violations explicitly and in detail.[1]

Abstract: The author examines how, under which promoting conditions academic power abuse takes place and how this behaviour is gradually “normalized” by academic structures and discourses. Drawing on ethnographic data from her research, next to autoethnographical testimonials, she shows – through the fictional case of Zora – how academic cultures of competition, dependency and precarity nurture power abuse. She furthermore analyses how the individual isolation within academic organizations and the lack of clear rules and unbiased authorities lead to a permanently self-perpetuating system of abuse.
Introduction: “Did he abuse his power?”

In spring 2022, German media reported the guilty verdict of a former university professor and head of department before the Göttingen Regional Court on charges of coercion, aggravated assault in office and deprivation of liberty to eleven months suspended prison sentence (Mathy 2022; Hildebrandt 2022; NDR Aktuell 2022; RTL News 2022). He allegedly had beaten female doctoral students and a technician with a bamboo stick on the chest and bottom for three years “as a punishment”. In court, he spoke of “consensual acts” intended to “improve” their performance. “You should thank me for this. I am doing this for you”, the Professor is said to have told one supervisee (Hildebrandt 2022). However, he also allegedly locked the office doors and threatened to end their contracts if they did not comply. One of these reports’ headlines captured my attention: “Hat er seine Macht missbraucht?” (Engl: Did he
abuse his power?, RTL News 2022). This question mark kept me irritated, as it felt like a suggested doubt about the court-proofed guilt (with the judge quoted literally saying, “The acts were about the exercise of power). It left the reader with the unpleasant feeling of unjustified accusations, that given his role as a superior the professors doing was “reasonable”, “normal” rather than “abusive”.

In the following blog post, I will deal with precisely this querying feeling regarding academic power abuse. I wonder: What are the academic discourses in Germany, to what extent does it take place, and how does the academic community negotiate it? My analysis will be based on various media reports, publicly available statements, or testimonials. But I will draw the core data from my ethnographic fieldwork 2019-2022, which is part of my doctoral project on the emotional experience of ethnographers in everyday academic life.

During my research, I received particularly vivid and frequent reports of passion and joy, fear (see Baumann 2022) and distress (see Baumann 2023), and rage and revenge feelings in everyday academic life. In addition, it was, above all, the frequent descriptions of violations of personal boundaries within academic spaces that still haunt me. Knowing that I only talked to a small percentage of people, it was still striking that about half of them had experienced situations that made them feel more than unwell. None of them used the label “power abuse” or “academic misconduct”. The interviews accompanying emotions, however, indicated great fear, shame, sadness, anger, and fatalism facing these memories.

Often people told me this experience caused severe mental health issues, making them think about leaving academia. Without exception, all interviewees stated they were worried about the consequences, such as losing their jobs, if the cases became public. None of the interviewees said they felt safe reporting the situation to their institution. It is, therefore, challenging to decide how and in what level of detail I should discuss these incidents here. The danger of revealing the identity of my interlocutors by reporting specific details is also profound, considering the relatively small community of German ethnographers. Researching and writing about
academic power abuse is thus a methodological and ethical challenge. Furthermore, the voyeurism of the bystander/uninvolved reader is mainly nourished by the particularly disgusting details, mostly at the expense of the injured parties. Nevertheless, I consider it essential, especially in the sense of “academic activism” and engaged anthropology, to describe certain unpleasant situations in their explicitness and brutality to make them perceptible to the reader and to underline the importance of a structural change in academia. Silence can also mean a reproduction of a system of power that tends to protect “the perpetrators”. Therefore, I have decided to use autoethnographic testimonials that have already been made public. Next to these I have condensed descriptions from my interviewees to the fictional case of Zora. Zora is hence an utterly fictional person, but her story described here is composed of interview excerpts from several interlocutors I assembled and translated to English. Her story and the autoethnographic descriptions shall make visible the diversity of academic power abuse and the circumstances under which ethnographic knowledge is sometimes generated. Following Zora’s story, the importance of such visibility is evident in my analysis of an academic culture that often encourages power abuse for various reasons. I want to conclude this text with an appeal for solidarity and suggestions for addressing this situation at different levels.

Zora or stories of an academic culture of power abuse

„All my academic life, I have examined power relations in other areas [...]. However, this theoretical knowledge did not equip me to deal with the power relationships in the university, which were penetrated by the same issues that I studied in contexts outside the academy” (Bravo-Moreno, 2022: 141).

Zora, my fictional post-doctoral student at a German university, meets with me shortly after the end of Ramadan. Zora’s parents are from Bosnia-Herzegovina and had emigrated to Germany during the Bosnian War. Zora has grown up in Germany
for most of her life. She had just started a new job and had to relocate to another city. Her contract is limited to two years, and she still determines what will happen afterwards.

Zora tells me about her former PhD supervisor: “Just imagine, she contacted me again the other day, super friendly and slimy. I find that really weird; as soon as I graduated, she suddenly became super nice, but she was such a monster during my dissertation.” I asked how she found her supervision back then: “I had been looking for a supervisor for ages. With my topic... Well, it wasn't easy. In addition, I came from England and was not well connected in Germany. I just googled her and wrote to her. She did not answer me at first. Nevertheless, later we met at a conference, and after hearing my talk, she accepted me as her student. Man, was I happy! Everything depended on it, including the application for external funding and so on.”

“So where are you from?” I have answered this question so many times that I know what they really want to ask [...]. This is followed by another obvious inquiry that I also receive quite too often, ‘Why do you sound different?’ or more boorish comment, ‘Oh, your English is good.’ [...]. My input is valuable – as long as it benefits the Whites [...]. (Kim 2020: 498-501).

Zora describes her supervision at the beginning as a particularly fruitful time: “She really made an effort with the enrolment and the bureaucratic stuff. But to be honest, since I finished and have been thinking about it for so long, there have already been red flags. For example, one time, we were sitting in her office, and she asked me out of the blue if I was a lesbian by any chance. I was completely overwhelmed with the question, and I think I just said, ‘I don’t think so’, and then she said something like, ‘Well, it’s a pity; there’s probably nothing we can do about that...’. With such a strange pause at the end! And I just kept silent, and then she said: ‘Well, after all, you are from Bosnia, and you are a woman; one can tell that from your name. Diversity is on everyone’s lips now; so it’s easier to get applications through. So that’s a good thing’. In the beginning I didn’t think it was that bad; I thought
somehow, she really wanted to help me get money for my project. But later, I talked to other fellow PhD candidates, and one of them told me that she had mentioned to only have accepted him because ‘he looked so foreign’ [...]. It’s fascinating [ironically]. She has never managed to spell my name correctly in all these years. She couldn’t even manage Zora and always called me Sarah. It’s really weird, I didn’t think it was that bad, but today it really upsets me.”

“You haven’t done much research and you are not in any leadership role. This means that you need to teach these units. [...] I have given you a couple of points for fiddle-diddle-dee and tra-la-la, which is more than generous. You have to take these classes to make up the rest” (Yoo 2020: 3177).

Zora: “But later, it got worse. And she didn’t do anything anymore, didn’t answer emails and so on. It went so far that I couldn’t submit my application on time because her signature was missing. She really didn’t care how we got the money for our research. My impression is she was nice until I signed the supervision contract, and everything was on the website, and she got her money and her reputation, and from then on, she didn’t care about me anymore except unless it benefited her. [...] And I still had the feeling at the beginning that she was somehow disappointed in me because I hadn’t delivered yet. And I worked more and more. I didn’t even do weekends anymore at that time. She also made these hints like “I wonder if it’s going to work out with you...”. That was really a hard time, I had to work as a waitress and still had a 20-hour job outside academia, but money was always short, and I also had to work on all these grant applications and prepare my research. I did all of this without any help from her, but a lot of begging for her signatures.”

“He [superior academic] started intimidating people who disagreed with his decisions and argued and defended himself with arguments drawn from the discourse of meritocracy and academic excellence. Under the guise of weak academic performance, he reduced the influence of ‘difficult’ academics by spreading negative information about them” (Zawadski/Jensen 2020: 403-05).
Zora: “When she got in touch, it was always totally unpredictable. She was nice and understanding by mail and promised me to take care at one point, and then there were again months-long phases in which she was simply disappearing, not talking to me or acting as if I wasn’t there. I even met her in person at a workshop, and she totally ignored me and didn’t even say hello. [...] It always felt to me like I had done something wrong, and she was ignoring me because of it. [...] In the end, I think I was just desperate and would have done anything. [...] And then she needed to move from one flat to another. She ‘asked’ us to help. [...] And we all just stood there and slaved away for her, and she bossed us around all the time, and I was grateful to do that. [...] It’s really crazy when I think about it today. But at that time, I didn’t understand. I just projected it all on me. I really became super depressed during that time. On this day, she invited us all out for a beer as a Thank you and said something about how great it was, that we were all such good friends and that this was now our new family and so on. [...] I didn’t really realize what was going on until she offered me to take over one of her courses. By “offered”, I mean she demanded it from me because it was part of my role as a doctoral student, as she said. I mean, think of it, I didn’t even have funding and no help from her and was supposed to teach one of her courses for free, which she was paid for. That just opened my eyes, and I started to look for another supervision”.

“After coming to the conclusion that she never read anything I gave her, I decided to change to another doctoral supervisor. When I informed her of this, she threatened to write a negative report on my academic progress so that my ESRC doctoral scholarship would stop paying me” (Bravo-Moreno 2002: 143-44).

Zora: “I then found a job in this project, and it was clear that I would be supervised there. I wrote her a kind “apology mail” and said that I couldn’t keep my head above water any other way. She called me immediately and said something on the phone about how we could do it together and that we would find a solution, and that I would just have to search a bit more. I then told her that I could no longer manage
this financially and that I had hoped for more help from her, which is why I had already signed the contract for the other project. And she really freaked out. She said that I was ungrateful and that she had done so much for me and whether I would think that I could demand special treatment here and that I would feel as if I was someone better, and that I wouldn't have the strength for a doctoral thesis anyway... and so on, and then she just hung up. And I apologized again by mail and called back again, but she has not spoken to me – until now. [...] After that, I felt really bad for a long time. I wondered all the time what I did wrong and then really needed the reassurance that it was ok what I did [...]. Especially because you hear stories all the time that things are going badly in other areas as well. At a friend's cohort, for example, the doctoral students always had to look after the supervisor's children and babysit to give him the time to read any of their texts, and I've also heard of really racist, discriminatory comments. All that horror stories out there ... it kind of makes you believe that this is just the way and you got lucky with yours [...]. At some point later, I heard from other doctoral students that he had dropped out because he couldn't take it anymore with her. For me, he was always the absolute high-flyer, the one I thought wouldn't mind at all and somehow also her 'favourite'. And he was the one who broke it off. We should have exchanged more, but somehow, I don't know. No one really dared to do that. You didn't know what would be passed on to whom.”

“I am a rape victim: The five most difficult words I have trouble admitting to people in academia. [...] There are stereotypes and labels ascribed to female professionals, including being too emotional, involving too much of their personal lives, or not being able to concentrate on work-related tasks [...]. Knowing the stereotypes toward women and the racial discriminatory climate in higher education, I gave my utmost effort to hide emotions and separate my personal life in order to be 'professional' with hopes of being treated equally (Kim 2020: 496).

Zora: “In my second project, I managed to finish, of course, with quite a delay. It was still a tough time, especially the time pressure, and the financial pressure was pretty
intense. Especially as an anthropologist, when you also have to do fieldwork, which stirs you up in a completely different way anyway. [...] My fieldwork was really not that easy for me mentally, and then to come back and to evaluate and publish so quickly, that was really difficult for me, and I really had a low point again. [...] There was also a situation with a cis-male colleague of mine. He was already a post-doc in the project at the time. We always had meetings in which someone presented their work, and we were also supposed to talk explicitly about difficulties. So, I once talked about my field experience and my difficulties transcribing my material. [...] I still find that really hard to talk about. I already have a lump in my throat.... Ok, anyway, after the talk, I started crying a little, and I was super annoyed that this happened to me in front of everyone and that I didn't manage my emotions well enough. But everyone was really understanding, especially this one colleague. He also smoked with me and offered help. [...] Later, we went out for dinner and a drink, and the evening was really nice, and I needed that because I was in such an extremely vulnerable state of mind and so desperate. I was really under pressure at this time also, because my contract expired in some month and I knew that I really needed to speed it up, but I just couldn’t. He told me he knew the head of department well and would put in a good word for me. [...] Well, of course, there was a lot of alcohol, which is often the case at these academic events, I feel. It’s unpleasant to talk about that now, to be honest. But it came to such a somewhat strange moment. He kept coming on to me like that, and then, well, I don’t know how it happened, but he somehow just grabbed my arm and kissed me. I was taken by surprise and somehow didn’t want that either, and then all these thoughts came into my head that he was so nice and wanted to help me as a superior, and then I just went numb and stiff inside and somehow let it just happen. [...] When he let me go, I went home very quickly. I just went to bed that night to sleep it off. But the next morning, I felt so strange, like disgusted by myself and ... so ashamed, and I found everything so repulsive. I was totally afraid that someone had noticed. [...] He then contacted me several times and asked if we wanted to go out, and I always politely denied it. [...] Well, and then he started to ask for my data. He told me that if I wanted his help, I should send him everything,
including my field diaries, and that he would consider then to cooperate and to help me. I thought that this was a bit strange. He was actually researching in a completely different field. I somehow had a very bad gut feeling. I answered that I would not like to give the data out of my hand because it was still in a raw state and not anonymized, and so on. And from then on, he started to send me at least five emails a day and tried to persuade me... In the end, I didn’t even answer anymore. [...] Later, I found out that he was seriously registered with a lecture on the topic, like my topic and my talk from before, at a conference. And I found out that he had started telling everyone I had developed feelings for him and couldn’t handle his rejection. It was so embarrassing. [...] I talked to my colleague about whether I should report it. And she said I should rather do nothing because, in the end, they would all believe him anyway. So I left it alone.”

“In the weeks following my complaint, colleagues, friends, and supporters began to distance themselves from me or cut off support altogether […]. The social ostracization, coupled with institutional betrayal, was an unbearable burden to carry; over the course of the complaint, I became suicidal and was subsequently hospitalized“ (Petit-Thorne 2023: 163).

**The startling numbers – Power abuse at universities, a well-known phenomenon**

“One reason why misconduct in the form of power abuse occurs so frequently in academia is sure that the scientific system offers a tempting situation with various power imbalances” (Lasser/Täuber 2023, translation JB).

In my research, academic settings have often been described as a workplace that not only encourages unethical behaviour but where such boundary crossings are even rewarded (also described in Lassers and Täubers quotation above). Zora’s story or the testimonials are not singular cases (Lipinsky et al., 2022; Pritchard/Edwards 2023; Nature PhD survey 2019; Chakraborty/Machurich 2020; Olsthoorn et al. 2020; Striebing et al. 2021; Beadle et al. 2020; Peukert et al. 2020; Woolston 2020). As
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autoethnographic reflection – just to name a few.

**Academic structures nurturing power abuse – Dependencies and precarities in a competitive world**

“The trouble with the academic status system is that a general improvement in everyone’s status is difficult, since status depends most of all on comparisons with immediate colleagues. When one person’s status goes up, the (perceived) relative status of others goes down. As a consequence, the successes of colleagues are often resented rather than welcomed” (Martin, 1996).

Following the numbers, power abuse seems to be thriving in academia. The reasons for this lie in an academic culture of dependency and precarity. Dependencies are not only located in classic superior-subordinate relationships but are often established also in much more subtle ways in all academic areas through class, race, status, gender, or social and cultural capital.

Supervisors in Germany, for example, often have dual roles that enable them not only to supervise but also to evaluate and grade the candidate. They are also often heads of the projects providing funding (Ohm 2022; Täuber/Lasser 2023). Following Cohen and Baruch (2022: 505 f.) to “the dark side of supervision”, students hence become “knowledgeable, bright, and inexpensive labour, which makes them ideal targets”. They point out that especially in supervision, ethical problems such as abuse, exploitation, misappropriation of a student’s work, harassment, and racism even have become some academic tradition (see also Martin 2013, Löfström/Pyhälto 2020). At the same time, supervisors play a significant role in the later careers of their supervisees (Gardner 2007). Therefore, the high levels of power abuse in this relationship often have far-reaching consequences. This imbalance of power is particularly reflected in the German term “Doktorvater” (Doctoral father) and its later-developed equivalent “Doktormutter (doctoral mother). The strong, almost familial connection between supervisor and supervisee is linguistically underscored
here, as is the supervisor, who – unlike with true offspring – makes a harsh selection of their “children” (Ohm 2022: 22). Moreover, academic relationships often go beyond a simple, platonic working relationship. Supervisors see themselves less as superiors with personnel responsibility, and PhD candidates do not see themselves as employees. In this context, these brutal work hierarchies, often compared to a feudal system (Ohm 2022: 23), lead to affective strain on both sides. These personal unions, the strong dependencies, and the simultaneously strongly promoted identification with the academic work make assaults particularly difficult to deal with emotionally (Cohen/Baruch 2022: 508).

However, the power imbalance at universities also affects those who have supposedly already reached the top. Individuals, professors, or research group leaders in German academia often decide on a position or grant. With simultaneous job insecurity and an increased precarity up to the professorial ranks, the fear of losing one’s job or funds remains crucial. Residence permits for third-country scholars are then predominantly determined by a superior’s decision. Also, other socially marginalized groups thus fall into a particular dependency. The feeling, often described to me, of having to be constantly re-examined even on a professor’s contract in the competitive academic culture and with competition-based strict selection adds to the mental pressure on scholars. Neo-liberalization, focus on excellence and the competitive orientation of universities, and changes in management and evaluation, lead to more significant mental distress (Llosa et al. 2018; Bravo-Moreno 2022: 151). However, the mental well-being of their employees is rarely part of the institutional agenda (Baumann 2023). It is then not uncommon for other colleagues to be understood as competitors. Yamada et al. (2014) have identified a clear link between this precarity and power abuse in Canadian higher education: Their study demonstrated that supervisors with insecure job positions were significantly more likely to engage in bullying behaviours. Moreover, the academic system of reputation, impact factor, and publish or perish also seems even to reward academic misconduct or bullying (such as usurping authorship credit for
Institutional silencing and structural individualization

“Although they claim neutrality, universities often minimize and keep confidential corrective actions against bullies, probably for the sake of the institution’s reputation, the desire to protect their most prolific and well-known scientists, and the fear of being sued by the targets of bullying” (Cohen/Baruch 2022: 513).

In conjunction with the points mentioned above, institutional culture also plays a major role: The fragmentation and bureaucratization of university processes, the lack of clear sets of rules or responsible authorities, and the precarious working conditions characterized by many changes lead to ever greater isolation within organizations. As described above, this gives a few individuals a high degree of decision-making power. At the same time, as my research showed, academics identify less with their specific universities than with “academia” or their subject “per se”. They see themselves as part of a fluid bigger picture and rarely understand themselves as part of a team or a working group. This often leads to individuals being left to deal with abuse by themselves. Those who have networked best become powerful stabilizers of these abuse cultures. Questioning power positions is then often understood as an attack on the entire organization (Pritchard 2023). Abusive systems can thus reproduce themselves unhindered (Petit-Thorne 2023: 329ff.).

Conducive to this is an academic culture in which emotions are fundamentally understood as “unprofessional”. The emotional self-reduction (Baumann 2022; 2023) inherent in this culture can also be observed regarding power abuse. For example, many interviewees told me that the intense emotions only arose long after the incident and often only after they had left the institution. Some described the time during the incidents as a kind of “emotional shock paralysis” in which they forced themselves, their bodies and minds, to continue to “function.” Most did not report and remained guarded with their colleagues. The feeling of being powerless, as well
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as the fear of possible consequences due to strong dependencies (Cohen/Baruch 2022; Baumann 2022), often led to power abuse being accepted or simply endured. Thurmann (2023: 89) describes this condition as “fear of aggravating one’s own situation” that “leads to the acceptance of the present oppressive order”. Dealing with abuse, therefore, remains a balancing act, which was described to me as often only possible after the end of one’s academic career. Instead, those affected found unique ways of dealing with the situation. Often this included avoidance tactics (i.e., avoidance of events in the institutional context). However, this often damages one’s career, leading to exclusion from academic networks, and thus to the isolation of the affected individuals (Petit-Thorne 2023: 159; Baruch/Cohen 2022: 506), as well as adds a strong mental burden on top. According to Baruch/Cohen (2022), this strain can also lead to attempted misconduct since Krasikova et al. (2013) proved that destructive behaviour is more likely if it has already been observed in another or experienced by oneself. The individual departments’ ethical culture has thus a considerable influence on the reinforcement of these structures.

Although the scientific community has established supposedly clear rules for good scientific practice, they usually need to improve in other forms of misconduct. A Code of Conduct, in which institutions clearly state which limits may not be transgressed, often does not exist. Sanctions for abusive behaviour tend to be lax (Lasser/Täuber 2023). Al Jazeera (Al Jazeera 2021), for example, found out that the majority (almost 90%) of complaints of sexual misconduct stated at British universities did not result in any consequences. “Victims” are often discouraged from approaching the University with their cases, and complaints are stylized as bureaucratic hurdles (Ahmed 2021; Schneider 2020). At the same time, powerful “perpetrators” are often covered by academic alliances according to “the tacit principle of ‘you scratch my back and I will scratch yours’” (Bravo-Moreno 2022: 151).

Exploiting a position of power has almost become a “tradition” in some parts of academia. In some disciplines, for example, it is widespread for superiors to become
co-authors on papers to which they have contributed neither in terms of content nor through their research. This is the first small indication that academia’s rules are not infrequently morally softened in everyday academic culture, leading to a self-enforcing dynamic: The reported cases and the mild or non-existent sanctioning lead to a gradual “normalization” of such behaviour. In my research, I often encountered narratives of “well-known” “perpetrators” whose abuse remained institutionally ignored. At the same time, it leads those affected to question their own feelings more and more and to speak out less and less often. The academic culture, neo-liberalization and the principle of competition at universities, harsh hierarchies, and the increasing precarity strengthen the possibilities for power abuse, protect “perpetrators”, and underpin an organization’s silence – as also shown in the Göttingen case from the introduction:

The University of Göttingen had already documented complaints about the Professor in 2017. When asked by the institution, the defendant only admitted to sometimes lacking “professional distance”. Disciplinary proceedings were paused until after the verdict to the present time. The Professor continues to pursue his scientific activities, such as publishing papers or attending conferences. He also continues to receive his full state civil service salary (NDR Aktuell 2022; Mathy 2022). At least one of the affected persons is an international student who states that she first had to find her way in the German university culture making her vulnerable for abuse. All of the affected persons stated that they had been working under precarious conditions depending on the sake of their superior (Hildebrandt 2022; Mathy 2022). The verdict is received with disappointment by most. They complain about the University’s lack of willingness to clarify the situation and to even have tried to discourage them from pressing charges (Hildebrandt 2022). One of the victims even stated that she “felt humiliated a second time” (NDR Aktuell 2022).

**Finding our voices – why knowledge production must be contested**
I have tried to show in this text how, under which promoting conditions, academic abuse of power can take place and how abusive behaviour is gradually “normalized” by academic structures and discourses. Drawing on these analyses, it has become clear that academic cultures must fundamentally live through a radical change. Academia must set a good example and seriously adhere to its own rules. Otherwise, it will lose its credibility. Scientific institutions must protect their employees from abuse. Otherwise, they will soon no longer find any. Now academia continues to lose dedicated talent (see PhD dropout rates). Mental distress among staff and students must be acknowledged and its systemic causes addressed. Institutions and their members must take a clear stance against power abuse. We cannot denounce power imbalances in other countries and leave our own without comment.

A cultural change thus will only be made after a while. It requires in-depth scientific research and analysis. The significant debates about power imbalances in the research process in social and cultural anthropology, for example, in the famous writing culture debate of the 1980s, should hence not be understood as closed. What ethnographic research means and under which conditions it is forged should still be reflected permanently. This cannot refer exclusively to ethnographic fieldwork but must include the entire process of knowledge generation. It is, therefore, an absolute necessity that “knowledge generated through research is [...] contested to an extent unprecedented”, as stated in the CfP. Here it is not so much the already established knowledge as such but rather what is left unsaid or even forbidden to be said that accompanies the creation of such knowledge. After all, this cultural change will be challenging to achieve, and it will take time, as it will shake the established foundations of institutions, manifested norms and values, and ingrained everyday practices. Academic analysis alone, however, will not be able to achieve such a change. It is necessary on an institutional level to develop structures that actively avoid power abuse and support the affected person instead of leaving them alone. Organizations must be forced to actively stand up for the safety of their members and position themselves accordingly. It is hence essential for researchers to also find
their voices as activists within academia. Latest movements, such as #ichbinhanna, #ichbinreyhan, #BlackLivesMatter, #MeToo or #CiteBlackAuthors have laid a particularly important foundation here. At the same time, however, it is crucial that these movements also fall on fertile ground in established academic circles. Solidarity for one another is undoubtedly a first step here.

Footnotes

[1] In the following essay, I understand academic power abuse as an umbrella term for various forms of misconduct and power abuse within academic settings. Part of this term is, therefore, forms of sexual harassment (following Pritchard/Edwards 2023), including many types of unwelcome verbal and physical sexual attention (such as being sent sexually explicit images), sexual assault (such as rape), stalking, discrimination and disadvantage based on class, race, gender, religion or appearance, racism, bullying, academic misconduct in connection with power abuse (such as publishing someone else’s work under one’s name) and any form of assault, threats or coercion (physical, and non-physical/verbal) directed at a subordinate from a position of power (such as threatening to terminate supervision unless particular extra work is done) and bullying (following Zawadzki/Jensen 2020), which include for example spreading rumours, social isolation, silent treatment, verbal aggression, attacking an employee's performance, or attitudes and private life, I encountered all the examples mentioned here in one way or another in my research. In some cases, it is difficult to distinguish this from scientific misconduct (e.g. plagiarism). It must therefore be emphasized that the boundaries here are fluid. I do not aim for completeness in this list but consider this umbrella term as a working definition from the field, which does not follow any legal standards.

[2] I conducted over 40 semi-structured online interviews with a diverse range of ethnographers from different disciplines and backgrounds (in terms of class, gender,
age, and ethnicity), next to informal talks and participant observations. For a more
detailed methodological reflection, see Baumann 2022. This paper is also part of my
cumulative PhD, so small sections overlap with other publications of mine.

[3] I am genuinely grateful to all those who shared their emotional experience with
me. Without them, this article would not have come to life.

[4] Trying to reflect on this holistically, it is wrong to assume a strict dualism
between “perpetrators” and “victims” of power abuse. I hence see all persons
involved in those situations as part of a system of power that determines them in one
way or another and that also grants certain but very different degrees of agency. As
an engaged and activist anthropologist, I write this text out of deep solidarity and
companionship with those affected and a desire to make academia a less hostile
space in the long run.
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